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Awaken To Your True Role in the Grand Reorganization.You are being called to know and
navigate your role in the global Grand Reorganization.Do you know what your role is?Are you
clear on your next steps?Most importantly, are you taking them?In this channelled book, you will
find a simple practice of morning stillness that will show you exactly what you are here for and
your next steps. It is similar to a meditation practice, but easier. After one month of this practice,
you will have learned how to establish your own direct connection with your higher self.If you
have the courage to go through a personal transformation of your priorities, an Alchemy of
Consciousness, then you can serve as a much-needed guide in the collective reorganization
taking place right now on earth.Alchemy of Consciousness is an invitation into a simple practice
to connect directly with consciousness, discover your role and dissolve the barriers that keep
you from playing it.
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YOUI am immensely grateful for the following catalysts, teachers, healers, supporters and loved
ones who all played an essential role in my process of awakening and becoming a channel. I
acknowledge them and their journey. Their choice to venture their path made my path easier,
faster and less lonely. The gratitude in my heart for their presence in my life is
overwhelming.Many more souls have touched me deeply through my life, but those mentioned
here directly influenced or supported me in the creation of this book. It is written in chronological
order of when we crossed paths.Sandy and Wayne McMullenI am grateful to my parents, Sandy
and Wayne, who have unconditionally supported me on my path despite my seemingly irrational



decisions. There is no accident that you are my parents. I love you so much.Jen McMullenTo my
sister Jenny. I love you. Thank you for your unconditional love and support.Rory EvelynThank
you for being my longest-held and dearest friend who has been with me no matter what through
my ups and downs, providing a constant source of understanding, comfort and love. You are a
treasure in my life, a mystical man and my best ever ski companion.Gay and Kathlyn
HendricksThank you for providing me with the foundations of breath, movement, wonder and
self-responsibility. The way that you modeled masterful facilitation of transformation has helped
me to be consistently of service to my clients.Michael OliverThank you to my first meditation
teacher, who taught me to quiet my mind and be still with Transcendental Meditation.Leela
FrancisThank you for following your call to move to a small beach town and to lead women’s
retreats. Moving to Mexico, diving into dance and expressing my sensuality was liberating. I
thank you for this. You were with me through so many critical points of my journey. I love our
dance and our silliness.Monika HerwigThank you to Monika Herwig for being my crazy sister,
comforting friend and brilliant Naturopathic Doctor. I love you so much.Ra Uru Hu and Linda
BunnellRa Uru Hu founded the Human Design system, which was the catalyst to my awakening
process.The Definitive Book of Human Design - The Science of DifferentiationJohn Martin -
Human Design HawaiiThank you for being such an embodied teacher. Your courage and
strength to be YOU and speak the truth gave me the shock I needed to start to wake up and
decondition.Jed McKennaThe Enlightenment Trilogy books were very influential in my process
of awakening:Spiritual Enlightenment: The Damndest ThingSpiritually Incorrect
EnlightenmentSpiritual WarfareThe Invisible Guru and the Navigator SeriesI still don’t know your
real name, but you helped me immensely in navigating several years of venturing inward and
sorting through the debris. The Navigator Series offered me the perfect set of instructions on
how to deconstruct the separate self and gradually align with consciousness. There was no one
else who could have been there for me in the way that you were at that time. Thank you.Michael
BrownThe Presence ProcessJoseph BennerThe Impersonal LifeWade PajaresWade Pajares,
thank you for your comforting presence and wisdom as I navigated the turbulent waters of
awakening. You were there for me at many tender moments. You also provided me with unique
Human Design, Baantu and Astrological insights through your private readings.Jenny
CookJenny Cook, I am grateful to the past you, who followed your guidance to move back to the
land and to create paradise on earth in the form of a remote, idyllic permaculture orchard. Your
orchard gave me a much-needed safe-haven where I could go about my inner work. Your
extensive knowledge of spirituality and psychology gave me comfort, and your humour lightened
up an otherwise heavy time. And then, there were all the simple, delicious meals that you made
me. And your groovy taste in music.Thank you for inviting me to San Miguel de Allende,
providing me with an apartment and then linking me up with a home to live in. You have blessed
me far beyond my capacity to reciprocate.Natalie Kent and the TRUE Ecosystem
NetworkNatalie Kent began channeling similar messages to those included here within days of
when I began to receive the transmissions of Alchemy of Consciousness. The information she



shared with me about her channelings influenced the final reception of the main message of this
book. Thank you for being my friend. The TRUE Ecosystem community is an essential on-going
support for me in moving into the coming global changes. And many members of the network
stepped up to proofread and provide feedback about the book. Thank you to Priscilla WHole,
Jules Fielke, Janet Botes, Jodie Gahan, and Emma Heading-Knight.Sarah K JonesThank you
for the gifted support as a designer of my websites and this book. Thank you also for your
assistance in my awakening process through your body of work, the Healing Archetypes.Karla
PalaciosThank you to Karla Palacios of Imaghine Dance in Zihuatanejo, Mexico for being an
incredible dance teacher. I love your charisma, your humour, and your discipline. I love being a
part of the friendly, loving dance community you have created.Taita Oso CofanThank you to Taita
Oso Cofan for holding a powerful and safe container for transformational ceremony. Your work
was critical in the birth of this book.Plant Teachers: Peyote, Yagé and RapehPeyote and Yagé are
high teachers. Rapeh was essential in opening up my channel and healing me from headaches.
These plants were essential in opening my channel to receive these transmissions.Rolando
Morales PerezA gifted energy healer, medicine man and expansive earth angel, you helped me
heal from over a decade of headaches and to open up my channel. Gratitude is the memory of
the heart. I am forever grateful to you for all of the gifts and lessons.Lori Ann LothianThank you to
Lori Ann Lothian for being my sweet sister and psychic friend. You have provided me with so
much wisdom, editing and guidance throughout the process.Elicia MillerThank you to the
empowering work of Elicia Miller, who helped me with my inner child healing. Your Core
Emotional Healing work is amazing.Tara NewbiggingIn the months prior to channeling Alchemy
of Consciousness, I became a leader of your empowering women’s B. class, a barefoot fitness/
dance that works on the levels of body, mind, soul. I believe that this program gave me the
grounding through my feet and legs that I needed to become a channel. Thank you.Cheryl
DavidsonCheryl is an incredibly intuitive psycho-spiritual counsellor who provided me with
weekly counsel throughout the most difficult moments of my journey. Your support was and
continues to be invaluable.Pamela LynchI am so grateful to have discovered an incredible
publisher, a divine librarian, who is here to help get the necessary literature out to the masses
about the current global shift. It was easy to trust your process of preparing Alchemy of
Consciousness because you meditated prior to each editing session with the intention to
maintain the integrity of the transmissions. Your skillful editing kept the writings intact while also
making them much more readable.WELCOMEThe following are transmissions that I received
over several months during my hours of morning stillness. Without any conscious decision to do
so, I began to consistently get up early, often between 4-6 am. I would make my tea, light a
candle and incense, wrap myself up in my cozy blanket and meditation shawl and spend an hour
or two in quiet, enjoying I AM presence.This was a practice that I received from the book The
Impersonal Life, and which I believe plays a strong role in shaping the most essential practice of
this book. The Impersonal Life was published in 1914 by Joseph Benner who considered the
words to be directly recorded from God. He describes having an “inclination to give himself over



as a vehicle to a larger presence, to let his mind be subsumed by (or co-creatively interact with)
a larger Mind or Being.” Since I discovered this book, it has been a solace. It lives on my bedside
or living room table, always on hand.In The Impersonal Life we are asked to spend an hour of
quiet each day to contemplate and know the meaning of the words: “Be Still and Know, I AM,
God.”I have sat with and repeated these words for many hours in my morning quiet over the past
years. Most days, as I sit with the intention to know myself as I AM, presence washes over my
personality self. It stills my mind’s chatter and fills me with comfort, knowing and peace. On days
when my mind and emotions are particularly caught up with something, it takes longer to reach
this state, but I find it is always available.In the months that I channeled Alchemy of
Consciousness, I found my morning quiet was often swiftly interrupted by a flood of
transmissions. I received one chapter at a time in the order presented. At times the
transmissions came to me word for word, one sentence at a time from a clear voice. At other
times, I received complete thought forms, like a packet of information, that might have included
any number of images, concepts, energies, feelings and my own personal memories. These
combined to show me the intended meaning. I have done my best to translate what I received
into words adequately.Some days, I received guidance about what I was going through
personally. I have done my best to note this guidance and also to provide enough context to
make the full meaning of the transmission available to the reader. My words and questions are
written in italics.Because the transmissions came to me in different formats, sometimes word for
word and at other times through a download of thought forms, you may notice that the voice in
Alchemy of Consciousness varies. When the transmissions were word for word, sentence by
sentence, they tend to have a formal, even religious, sound to them. This is a similar tone to the
voice in The Impersonal Life. But as with The Impersonal Life, this book can be readily
understood as a powerful text to assist the process of awakening regardless of the reader’s
religious beliefs.At times the voice uses words like God, Lord, Father, Amen and religious-
sounding phrases. This was in some ways surprising for me as I do not have a religious
upbringing and have only attended a handful of church services. I haven’t read the Bible. I have
had a long-held interest in spirituality, philosophy and psychology, and have read many spiritual
books.To me, the word God means consciousness, truth, presence, pure Being, that which
weaves all into One. But I recognize that this word, and the religious sounding tone of some of
the transmissions, can have a lot of weight and meaning for some, not always positive and
welcome. As you read the transmissions in Alchemy of Consciousness feel free to substitute the
words according to your beliefs.I believe that these words are from I AM consciousness itself, or
God. I invite you to take the words as they are and enjoy what resonates for you, regardless of
the source. I experienced them as clear, simple, loving, warm, comforting and powerful. In many
cases, what came through did not resemble my own personal viewpoints and was, therefore,
surprising, refreshing and sometimes challenging.The idea is to recognize that you come from
something greater than the separate personality self and to regularly return to your own personal
connection with that expansive awareness. The ability to loosen our identification with the self



and merge with the bigger I AM is required of us as unsustainable systems collapse and our
world moves into more and more chaos, what is called the Grand Reorganization in this book.
And because this book is created to help with that process, whatever aspect of your separate
self has the most hold on you may be emotionally triggered.The self does not want to relinquish
its hold. It will do everything it can to maintain its dominion. And yet, it also keeps us operating as
separate selves, self-interested and incapable of the type of collaboration, wisdom and evolution
that is being asked of us personally and collectively. The process of loosening the grip of the
self, and allowing pure consciousness to shine through you, can be simpler and friendlier than
you may think. This book holds some of the keys to making that transition with grace. As those
aspects of self get triggered and brought to the fore, by this book, or by life, they will loosen and
soften naturally, as you bring your consciousness to them. You may find that in a second or third
reading of this book, that the passage that once triggered you, now brings you comfort and
peace.BECOMING A CHANNELI received these transmissions in four months from March to
June of 2019, during a particularly challenging time in my life. I was living in Mexico, in love with
a Mexican man who was a soulmate, but the relationship was costing me a lot of energy. We
spent a lot of time fighting and communicating to work through the disharmony that was arising.
Meanwhile, all the other aspects of my life weren’t working well either. I had very few clients in
my online coaching business. Efforts I made to market myself fell flat, and with the income from
my local yoga and dance classes, I was barely scraping by. I was often stressed about money. I
felt grossly underutilized. I sensed that I had a much bigger capacity to lead and be of service
than what I was currently managing to offer. I longed to be more useful and to play my role in the
symphony of life.My process of awakening had begun five years prior to writing this book. I went
through a spiritual and sexual awakening catalyzed by my introduction to a system called
‘Human Design’ and my Human Design teacher, John Martin. One of the life-changing insights I
received from Human Design was an understanding that life wasn’t about me creating and living
my dreams. As a manifestation enthusiast, I had used the Law of Attraction and my own
determination to build the ‘successful’ life I wanted.The version of success that I had built at that
time included a thriving personal growth business called Live your Genius Inc. There, I helped
my clients to create a livelihood anchored in their zone of genius. With my business, I travelled
North America attending and speaking at workshops and live events. Three times a year, I was a
guest speaker and facilitator at a high-end ‘selling from the stage’ retreat. This gig on its own
provided me with a steady stream of well-paying clients. I was in a stable, loving and committed
romantic relationship with a beautiful man. We enjoyed a freedom lifestyle in the Rocky
Mountains of Canada where we lived. I skied most days with my partner, who was a ski patroller.
Together, we enjoyed a comfortable home.Despite having created all of the outward success
and lifestyle I thought would make me happy, I was quite stressed, anxious, bored and sexually
dull.Human Design and John Martin knocked me right out of that comfort zone. According to my
human design chart, I am meant to follow the path of those people, places and activities that
resonate with my life-force, or sacral energy. I began to realize that many of my dreams were



actually cultural programming and not a reflection of life-giving desires. I was living the story
“your worth and happiness have to do with material success” and “show the world how great you
are by being successful.”With a conviction to follow the guidance of my life-force and what I truly
had the energy for, it became obvious that most elements of my life were not alive. The house of
cards that I had so carefully built came tumbling down. Within a year of my initial Human Design
reading, I ended my relationship with my beautiful partner (we remain close friends today),
stopped much of my business activity, sold my belongings, left my life in Canada behind and
moved to Mexico.
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Sun-Sensitive, “Perspective increased my understanding. Seemed to get me at the right time.
This channeled text perspective provided me a clearer and fuller understanding of the great
reorganization. The way the book is written caused me moments of pause to take in and digest
what what being said, which brought the message much deeper for me.”

The book by Mary Dean Atwood has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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